
GoCAALDO
DESIGN RADIATOR

THE FIRST PERSONAL 
SUSTAINABLE RADIATOR
Made with marble
dust waste



GoCAALDO, the new 
MAARMO’s electrical radiator 
made with marble dust 
waste; it’s thought to solve the 
problems that everyone has 
in the daily management of 
towels, bathrobes and clothes.

Thanks to the facility of 
placement and the small size, 
it’s a useful helper in any case, 
to bring warmth and wellness 
in every space of home
and office, too.

• It makes you find your 
lukewarm bathrobe at the 
exit of the shower

• It doesn’t promote the 
diffusion of germs and 
eliminates the smell of 
moisture

• It cools the clothes in the 
changing rooms of homes 
and hotels

• It quickly dries damp rags 
used by the home chefs

WHY

HOW

GoCAALDO



Material: marble recycled dust waste 
 
Colours: davailable in all the colours of the world, 
moreover it can be customizable with HD digital 
painting. 
  
Power: 250 WATT 
  

Maarmo reuses and recycles the marble dust waste
thanks to an accurate selection work in the caves of 
Verona. The formula allowed us to generate a design 
radiators’ range, that doesn’t need a cooking phase,

Find out here our 
catalogues and the 
story of Maarmo

Smart: starting and switching off programmable. 
Digital Smart: starting and switching off programmable 
and management by APP Smartlife remotely and standard 
system ALEXA

Informazioni tecniche

Maarmo’s productive process

Versioni

Design radiator made with marble dust waste, 
provided by a digital thermostat.Thanks to 
its technology developed by MAARMOLAB, 

GoCAALDO is able to heat up deeply and
to hold back the warmth with the “stone effect” 
in order to reduce the consumptions.
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GoCAALDO

but a “sweet” aging phase, that lasts from 48 to 72 
hours. Then, there is the painting phase, with only 
paints made with water, and the packaging, made 
with materials from recycled and custom-made packs.


